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water ate ladietments of 3/1/74 	111 3/2/74 A few earlier coeents in notes, lettere 
Today's WxPost carried what is repreematelae the full texts but there are deletions indictated in one place with *s ands elsewhere with 	. a. do way of knowing if deletione are significant or would change opinions. 
Prior to reading the text all I know was free last night's TV coverage, regular CBS, NIC evening news, and ProLl radio coverage, all-neee stations, beginning 4 a.m. today and including Westinghouse 1 W and CIZI  Watt, Werra. 
Yvon this early coverage I formed initial opinions which were influenced by ay earlier knowledge of people, including Jaworski; from knowledge of the situation and its potentials, and want to begin by recording a preconception that the indictnents would be sensational, getting much excited attention, but on analysis would be cc naiderably lose and would. not charge all or even the most serious crimes, even allowing for other indictments in other areas, like Plumbers, ITT, Laity moneje etc. 
In short, I expected theme indidtments to be new ceeeringe up, as the first indiotment really was, already analysed and reported in that chapter of the book. 
I aseumed five the reporting that at the point reporters said the indietWillt Oneeorts the Bean 	and not the Haldeman version of the March 21,1973 meeting with Nixon it would also have'the effect of not sugeesting, leave alone alleging, any earlier Nixon participation in the cover up. '.e his in fact in the case. There is no reason to believe, froa this indict-ment supposed to cover the covering up, that he ban or could have hag any earlier part in it. And free reading the language relevant to it in the indictment, that pert is not as solid as the attention to it in the media would suenest• Not as it related to Nixon. It nails lialdeman, for whorl Nixonian defenses are not available. 
This assns a presmaption of Nixon innocence of covering up prior to 3/21/73 or the indictment lies and this protects him. 
Another expectation ie that where the indictment deals with efforts to get the CIA to take over paying off the defendants it would make it enear the CIA was iceocent. This is coorect and in order to so represent it CIA criminality was iemored, not even hinted at. .l'ossinely other indictments will include the readily-available charges and against not less than Helmet Cusbman and Welfare, all for perjury, all fOr lying to the FnI and poet-aibly the grand jury and Senate cots; ttees and possibly for obstructious of justice. 
"No lUeFBI, CIA involvements" is another note. it also is fact and it also is true :Nat charges could have been made againet all and should have been made against a number of the top DJ people and "ray at leapt lii the FBI. But this never happens. 
"No defense oounseI involvement" is another note. `leant people like Dittman, Cadet', etc., not the CRNBPs.  lawyers, of when eerkinson was charged. Another, no mieprison °heron. r.No conspiracy to suppress in nictments" meaning in and about the first is another. 'TX* FCC cbarges" over such thinga as unlicensed transmitters and miause of licensed. No charges 

projects, misuse government powers, enemies (as IRS and others). o aflegatione eealing with earlier white "nese plans for a wit operation, nnver brought to light but co ere 

crimes charged inooepletely 9/15/72 and since then brought further to light in the "Lnemiee" 

for misuse FBI reports (as via Mardian by CRET.Ts. 	cdefil-rights charges, in initial 

as a "public relations pro jest. 
Imeach and every instance my anficipatieme-eere adeurate. They are also inadequate because with wee thinking I can think  of other charge that caul e and should have been alleged going back to oversights in the initial indictments and involving p:opee who have not copped pleas and who were not part of the quabera oo not expectable in those coming new indictments, 
I can't here analyze h11  that is Ineutg with what is in those indictments. It ranges from the significant if not most ieeortantlean entirely inadequate reflection of the eventat  

of Jueexte 19-20,1972, ehere nixon's direct knowledge is reasonably certain and the parti-cipation of others is not in reaeonablelIoubt (beeches -.hat is alleged). Pat Grey destroyed evidence and is not eeraeed with anythinge mh withbeld evidence and likewise is not charged But the beginning of that, the Khrlichreen, Colson Dean eeeting at which 'eau wee tole to A 	 , collet all bunt a stuff is. 	 e's 
'wring Aunt-  off, for reasons  that cou.“-  and should have been specified. s 



is omitted. In fact*  that he ilitUj bought off la not chargod. it is inferred in other charges. 
thi:i and the relevant protects Bixon, itian if not others in his firm) and 

possibly others. (No re.f. to Dorothy's money when Altod, either, an that also was criminal 

and involved more than her. and uncharged oward.) it aloe wae part of obstructin justice. 

What the indictment lacks, ant the foregoing ia not all but in haetily off the top 

Of the head, is onliteratod by its sensation, by the status of those charged, by the 

length and apArent specifications, etc. It .eiallins a cover-up indictment if it is all of 

that which orients around covering up. 
Despite the length and impreativo numbered paragrpahs (50 pagme) it is eseentially a 

indict 	charging sow of the well-publicised obstructions of justice but not all 

of them; 30;Y-3 of the perjury and the lying that is lost than oerjory; and conspiracy. 14o 

aniadicttti co-oonspirators. Other °times knownood other aspects of these crimes not included. 

Soao but not al)  above. 
Nor are those charges is a certain to tand 	as the attention ant the sensation 

might lead one to believe. At is not at all simple to prove beyond roaeonable doubt that 

the false claims to not remeMbering were lo fact not remembered. We may be morally i:trtain  

that this we perjury, but proving what was and was not in any nan's rind at any given 

time is not easy, leR so in time of stress for him, irs  all these guys tore under the 
most real pressures 0%1 all questionings. 

Some are OWL Milt a word against the other, with no indication of supdort for either. 

3:his is not to say it does not saint nor that the indict/tont shoula opecify if it does. It 

is to say a) that substantiation is not indicated ane b) I did not immediately resell any. 

In such cases, the benefit of the doubt belongs to the accused. 
The number of repetitions of the sane crime that could have been ehard to those 

who wore charged and were not included is improesive as it is a rne:.ical departure froi 

prosecutorial nom, which in to load the indictment so some chargeo have botter chances of 
sticidngtual the time of sentences is likely lengthened. tiith the potrfWV; political this 

is the norms Thus each of thioe charged with obstructing justice (kg 13 U.S.C. 1503 ) 
is merely four and each faces but a single charge on this count. fliteholl, 1'oldeman4  

Shrliohnan and Otreohen. And the obly obstruction in this count ia paying defendants. 

(In count ti I recalled 'what I had forgotten and should not have bee:muse it is part 

of a higi:sr deal, that it was on 6/19/72 that the busineet of duaping what remelned of 

Aunt first oonoup in meetinge-Ehr.,Cassa, teanat also seems never k to have occurred 

to anyone, including here, to wonder why *Int fled and. Liddy did not; why Llarlichman 
in great haute ordered &tit to floe and nobody else. Liddy was not only the 'orastono boos-

hunt was not oven pert of it, not officially.) 
'with time Iwould pick this indictment apart more. 'Iloday was not such a day for 

there were such pressing needs an repaenishing our water supply when the puup aat well are 

out and when we had to locate both the well and the pipe leading to it when Loth were 
UnillArked, three feet uudorground arid 1w)  to be dug up. Theoe kinds of thing may well 

have Jr/paired my acuity and could have led se to misread or draw conclusions that may not 

be justified. but unless all the foregoing is defective, the indiotment oortainly is and 

I do net expect to read, see or hear this in the media. Or from the t4locrats. 
(I have not finisheki retold/1g the Post by *wartime. I have road the first page of 

the early edition ana the text as printed of the indictment.) 
It is also possible that I em the self-fulfilling prophet who, having prophssized 

this to Sussman, 4 lickinortvindsay and others in the'-- 	to :Atom= in writing and at* 

verbally sad in notes snalyiang jawdraki and his position, etc) seeks to sake his prophecy 
coma true. I believe the truth is not oontrivad, not soon whore it does not exist, and 

thht the attacks on 'emerald nay well have been part of the deal. 
The very best that can be said for this indictment is that it is not thorough and 

that is sore than enough to validate ay :prediCtioh. But that is not the point, that is 
the point is that If I could foreeeo with clarity and accuracy, is it at all possible that 

nobody  in the media could or did? Nobody in the Denocrats? 
If the indictments are by subjoet, th:, deficiencies in this ?resentment can't be 

rvias<Lied. 
More is as I'd s;:_, peeted and earlier tirtite, nothing of real irlx)rtance in this not 
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